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Introduction: Terraces are common on all known 

cometary surfaces, but their origins are not well 

understood. The formation of terraces on comets has 

been attributed to wide range of processes from 

accretionary to evolutionary. It is noteworthy, however, 

that terraces have been observed on comets over a broad 

range of scales, from millimeters to tens of meters. We 

have therefore begun to examine the role of sublimation, 

a ubiquitous occurrence on comets that occurs at all 

scales, in forming terraced terrains. In particular, we are 

exploring the possibility that backwasting along 

sublimation fronts can lead to multi-scale terracing by 

examining the morphologies produced in laboratory ice 

experiments. 

Background: Terraces were first identified on 

comet 9/P Tempel 1 [1, 2], observed on 103P/Hartley 2 

[e.g., 3], and are clearly evident on comet 

67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (C-G) [e.g., 4], the three 

comets for which we have the highest resolution images. 

Proposed formation mechanisms for cometary terraces 

include low-velocity impacts during the original 

accretion from smaller bodies (i.e., cometesimals) [5], 

collisions that led to the formation of bilobal comets [6], 

repeated cycles of dust deposition, and biproducts of 

sublimation [7]. 

It is possible that all of these processes play a role in 

the formation of some terraces on some comets. 

However, terracing occurs on multiple comets, both 

binary (e.g., C-G and Hartley 2) and not (e.g., Tempel 

1). Therefore, some of the proposed mechanisms cannot 

explain all the observations. Instead, we look to an 

explanation that can occur at all scales and on all 

comets. 

Fractal Morphology: As shown in Fig. 1, terraces 

exhibit a fractal morphology and occur at scales from 

tens of meters [e.g., 2] to millimeters [e.g., 8, 9]. Note, 

that the self-similarity of terraces at all scales is 

accentuated near zero phase where shadowing is 

minimized. This fractal morphology requires a scale-

independent and widespread formation process [7]. 

Although the bulk of cometary activity is now known to 

arise from only a small fraction of a comet’s surface [2, 

10, 11], low-level sublimation is nonetheless common 

and must occur even at the scale of grains.  

Backwasting of Sublimation Fronts: We are 

therefore exploring the possibility that terracing, 

particularly on cm to mm scales, can be produced from 

backwasting of sublimation fronts. In particular, we are 

examining the role of inhomogeneities in seeding and 

propagating sublimation to produce the long curvilinear 

terraces observed on comets (Fig. 1). Potential non-

uniformities include porosity, composition, particle 

size, topography and insolation.  

Laboratory Experiments: We have recently begun 

experiments in the Ice Laboratory of the University of 

Bern using the Simulation Chamber for Imaging the 

Temporal Evolution of Analogue Samples-2 

(SCITEAS-2) [12]. Our goal is to understand how 

various inhomogeneities affect the small-scale 

morphology resulting from sublimation. Our initial 

efforts have concentrated on establishing protocols for 

preparation of ice/non-ice mixtures, and demonstrating 

autonomous heating, on-off cycling, and data 

acquisition (e.g., temperature and hyperspectral 

images). Current protocols allow for various ice/non-ice 

mixing relationships including coatings and variations 

in particle sizes. [12, 13]. Future experiments will make 

use of the infrastructure being built within the 

CoPhyLab project [14], which include efforts to 

produce cometary simulants that more closely resemble 

the known physical properties of cometary materials, 

specifically their high porosity and low strength [15]. 

Preliminary Results: Initial results are promising. 

We began using a mixture of 90% water ice and 10% 

meteorite simulant (in this case a CI composition; [16]). 

A diurnal heating cycle was simulated in 24 hour cycles 

alternating 16 hours with the lamp on followed by 8 

hours of lamp off. As shown in Fig. 2, after 24 hours a 

curvilinear sublimation front developed, which is 

clearly seen to backwaste in data acquired after 56 

hours. This morphology is very similar to that seen on 

comets (Fig. 1). These and future results will allow us 

to develop physical models that can be used to aggregate 

these effects to large scales, which can more directly be 

compared to terraced terrains on comets. 
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Fig. 1: Comparison of terraced terrains on comets; from [7].  (a) Terraces on Tempel 1 are km long and span 50 m in 

relief. Images are from the Stardust NExT flyby of Tempel 1 [2].  (b) Rosetta OSIRIS images taken from orbit of C-

G at 0.9° phase and 11 cm /pix are compared to Philae lander images taken with ROLIS using LEDs (~0° phase) at 

~1 mm/pix [8], and nearby in cliffs seen from side-looking CIVA images at mm-cm/pix [9] (images from [8]). The 

self-similarity of terraces at all scales is accentuated near zero phase where shadowing is minimized. 

  

 

Fig. 2: Initial lab experiments are promising. Here, we use a mixture of 90% Water Ice and 10% CI Meteorite Simulant 

[16]. Day/night cycles are simulated with lamps cycled on for 16 hours and off for 8 hours. After one 24-hour cycle, 

a sinuous sublimation front develops (yellow arrows). After 56 hours, the sublimation front continues to backwaste. 

Compare the sublimation front at 56 hours (yellow arrows) to the location of the front at 24 hours as marked with the 

sinuous yellow line.  
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